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DENMARK PROVIDES STABLE AND

HIGH-QUALITY DEVELOPMENT

ASSISTANCE

In 2007, Denmark’s development
assistance was up for examination by
OECD DAC as part of its regular peer
review cycle. The Netherlands and
Greece were leading the inquiry into
the objectives and results of the
Danish aid programme on behalf of
the DAC members, and the
examination resulted in a very positive
assessment of Danish development
efforts.

A key issue in the discussion was the
appropriate balance between risk-
taking and accountability. The
Netherlands and Greece argued that
Denmark should allow more space for
experimentation and innovation in its
aid programmes. In response, the
Danish government explained that
Denmark is ready to take risks, when it
is necessary and conducive to
development results. However, Danish
development assistance builds on a
firm commitment to spending aid
money effectively and to building long-
term partnerships with strong mutual
accountability. Denmark is an honest,
predictable and consistent partner in
development.

Denmark has a long tradition of
actively involving domestic
stakeholders in debates about
development assistance and in
implementation. This has created a
basis for public support of a high level
of development assistance and a
robust framework for partnerships.
But it also leads to demands for
accountability and high fiduciary
standards. Danish programmes
promise to deliver results, and this is
what both the Danish public and
development partners have come to
expect.

DANISH AID IS VALUE-BASED

Since its establishment in the 1960’s,
Danish development assistance has
built on a broad political consensus,
based on values that are also at the
heart of the Danish welfare state: The
rich have an obligation to support the
poor, and rich countries have an
obligation to support developing
countries in their struggle against

poverty. Conservative, liberal and
social-democratic parties have
subscribed to this basic rationale for
development assistance, and it has
been embedded in the Danish
legislation on development assistance
since 1971.

Denmark has been an active
participant in the construction of an
international system that promotes
these values. In its dialogue with
partners in the EU, in the UN and
elsewhere, this has been a consistent
Danish aim through the years. The
administration of development
assistance is a fully integrated part of
the Danish Foreign Service, and this
has helped Denmark to play an active
role. Far from being an appendix to
Danish foreign policy, development is
at the heart of Danish foreign policy-
making.

Globalisation has introduced a set of
new issues and made the development
challenge more complex for both aid
donors and recipients. Commercial
ties, security, communicable diseases,
climate change and migration are all
issues that are connected with
development, and where aid donors
have a growing self-interest in
providing aid. This is also part of the
Danish debate, and will increasingly be
reflected in Danish aid programmes
and in the political dialogue with
partner governments. This will be
done in an honest and open manner,
and with a firm view to identifying
common objectives and opportunities
for making joint progress.
STRONG POVERTY ORIENTATION AND

MORE EFFECTIVE AID

In order to be an effective donor,
Danida has maintained a focus on a
relatively small number of partner
countries that receive the main part of
Danish bilateral assistance. These
countries are selected in a transparent
process based on objective criteria,
including the severity of poverty and
the commitment of governments to
work for poverty eradication. The
most recent programme country, Mali,
which is one of the world’s poorest
countries, was selected in 2006 after a
competitive process with an initial list
of 25 candidates.

There are currently 16 programme
countries, of which 10 are in Africa, 4
are in Asia and 2 in Latin America. The
Danish Government has indicated that
it will gradually adjust its bilateral
assistance, so that 2/3 will eventually
go to Sub-Saharan Africa.

Denmark is at the forefront in
pursuing the principles of the Paris
Declaration on aid effectiveness. While
emphasising local ownership as the
starting point, Denmark is actively
engaged in aligning its assistance closer
to partners’ strategies, systems and
procedures. To the largest extent
possible this is done in consonance
with other donors through harmonised
processes and programmes.

As a result, within each programme
country, Denmark will work for an
improved division of labour with the
partner government and other donors.
In a number of countries, the
improved division of labour is agreed
in a joint assistance strategy covering
most donors. Fewer, but much larger
interventions is the objective.
Depending on the quality of partners’
systems and procedures, much of the
financing will be provided in the form
of sector budget support.

Joint strategies, increased and
harmonised use of partners’ systems
and procedures will reduce transaction
costs for recipient governments and
donors alike, reduce overlap and
improve strategic orientation.
Recipient countries will need to
produce fewer reports and receive
fewer donor delegations – thereby
having more time left to serve their
own populations.

Typically, Denmark is active in the
social sectors of health and education,
as well as in rural development, water
and sanitation, private sector
development and governance. Women
and gender equality, the environment
and human rights are important cross-
cutting themes.
AN INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR

BROAD PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Denmark has a unique institutional
framework for involving Danish
stakeholder groups and the public in
discussions about priorities for

COMMITMENT TO
DEVELOPMENT
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development programmes. This
system has created a basis for strong
and continuous political support of
development aid, and is a key factor in
explaining the high level and quality of
Danish aid.

Parliament discusses development
issues on a regular basis, and
Government faces tough scrutiny in
Parliament committees when it
presents specific development
initiatives. Members of the Parliament
Foreign Affairs and Finance
Committees frequently visit partner
countries to meet with their
governments and parliamentarians and
to inspect Danish programmes. Before
proposals are submitted to Parliament,
every new programme or policy
initiative is being discussed in the
Danida Board, where representatives
of business groups, trade unions,
NGOs, and independent experts have
an opportunity to criticise and suggest
improvements.

Policy documents on Danish
development assistance are issued
every year in conjunction with the
Government Budget. They outline
new priorities and main spending

areas, and form the basis for
negotiations in Parliament and public
debate. All new country and sector
strategies are likewise submitted for
open public debate.

LONG-TERM COMMITMENTS AND

SHORT-TERM FLEXIBILITY

The basic objectives of Denmark’s
development assistance and its country
programmes have a long-term
perspective. Development does not
take place from one year to the next.
Sector programmes run over periods
of several years and build on existing
Danish engagement and the activities
of other donors. Danish priorities are
in line with the Millennium
Development Goals, and Denmark is
fully committed to these and to
continue support for development
beyond 2015.

Equal rights of women and the
participation of women in the
development process is a long-
standing Danish priority, and the
Danish Government plans to use a
growing amount on activities targeted
at women up to app. 75 million USD
from 2010. The fight against

HIV/AIDS is another top priority, and
Denmark plans to spend app. 150
million USD for this purpose in 2008.
The management of Danish
programmes is decentralised and most
decisions on a daily basis are taken by
Denmark’s embassies in programme
cooperation countries. While keeping
in mind long-term objectives and
commitments, this enables a pragmatic
and flexible approach to aid
management and a close cooperation
and continuous dialogue with local
partners. New ideas and opportunities
can quickly be assessed, and
adjustment to changing local
conditions is made more easily, when
local people are responsible.

On a global level, Denmark adjusts its
development assistance to meet new
common challenges, including climate
change, migration and instability and
conflict. Climate change is a particular
priority for the Danish Government,
which will host the 15th Conference of
the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol in
2009. The principal aim of this
conference will be to agree on a
successor to the Kyoto Protocol,
which will expire in 2012

Denmark has made a commitment to provide at least 0.8%
of its GNI as development assistance, making it one of the
most generous donors in the world. In 2008, the
Government plans to spend 2.6 billion USD on
development assistance, up 3.5% from 2007. This increase
will go exclusively towards bilateral programmes in Africa.

Danish support for flower project in Naivasha, Kenya. Flowers are grown in large
greenhouses without the use of pesticides. Instead, specially raised beetles are spread out
between the flowers, and they attack harmful insects.

Young mother breastfeeding her baby at a local health center
supported by Denmark.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Asiatisk Plads 2

DK-1448 Copenhagen
Denmark

Phone: +45 33 92 00 00
Email: um@um.dk

















KINGDOM ZEPHYR AFRICA MANAGEMENT

Accra
81 Osu Badu Street
West Airport
Accra, Ghana
West Africa
Tel: + 233 21 769 725
Fax: +233 21 769 727

Johannesburg
1st Floor Unihold House
22 Hurlingham Road
Illovo Boulevard
Illovo, 2196
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 268 6911
Fax: +27 11 268 6917

Kingdom Zephyr Africa Management is one of the most successful private equity fund managers in Africa. Through its
two sponsors, Kingdom Holding and Zephyr Management LP, Kingdom Zephyr has been active in Africa since the
1990’s. Kingdom Holding, the private investment vehicle of HRH Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud,
member of the Saudi Royal family and renowned international investor, is estimated to have assets exceeding US $25
billion. Zephyr Management is a New York based private equity firm and has been active in emerging markets since
1994, having been involved in the formation and management of twelve private investment funds with over US $850
million of committed capital.

With the support and endorsement of the Commonwealth Secretariat, in late 2004 Kingdom Zephyr raised two pan-
African private equity funds: Pan-Commonwealth African Partners Limited and Pan-African Investment Partners Limited,
with total capital commitments of US $122.5 million. The funds have been invested in parallel and have been seeking
returns from investments in high-growth, regionally expanding companies with proven management and established
revenue streams in Africa. 

In sub-Saharan Africa, excluding South Africa, there are few formal financial institutions that cater to the lower-paid
formal workforce. Consumer micro-lending has proven to be one of the viable channels for delivering much needed
credit to this demographic.  

Consumer micro-lending provides access to credit lines to individuals who need relatively small amounts of credit at a
time and who generally do not have access to bank credit because banks generally find it difficult to service this sector
profitably, given their high cost structures, complex credit administration processes, and perceived risks.

In 2004 Kingdom Zephyr’s funds led a US $19 million investment in Micro Provident Botswana Limited, trading as
“Letshego”.  Letshego is a Botswana based consumer microfinance provider that makes loans mainly to government
employees. Collections are effected by means of payroll deduction, where the employers deliver the employees’ salaries
net of the relevant loan installments due. Although the loans are not backed by physical collateral and are, therefore,
unsecured lending, they are effectively secured by highly predictable future streams of cash flow.

Letshego was the first consumer micro-lending company to be formed in Botswana, and the only listed one on the
Botswana Stock Exchange. A well governed, well capitalized company, Letshego had at the time of Kingdom Zephyr’s
investment a market capitalization of US $55 million. Today, Letshego is the dominant consumer micro-lender in
Botswana, is valued at over US $300 million, and with the help of Kingdom Zephyr has expanded its operations to
Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda and Swaziland.  Letshego’s future looks bright, with aspirations to consolidate its position in
its new markets and further enhance its African footprint. 

J. Kofi Bucknor
Managing Partner
Kingdom Zephyr Africa Management

London
25 Hill Street
4th Floor
London
W1J 5LW
United Kingdom
Tel: + 44 207 907 2430
Fax: +44 207 907 2434

New York
320 Park Avenue
28th Floor
New York
NY 10022
United States of America
Tel: +1 212 508 9400
Fax: +1 212 508 9494
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Johannesburg investors share the Johannesburg City Council’s vision of making
Joburg a World Class City by 2030. They are highly enthusiastic about taking
advantage of the opportunities presented by the UDZ tax incentive and the 
up-coming events leading to the 2010 FIFA Soccer World Cup.

Revitalizing the Inner City is a key City priority hence the mobilization of the Inner
City stakeholders around the agenda for the regeneration of this important
economic hub. The revitalization of the distressed areas such as the Inner City of
Johannesburg is of high priority to the entire Johannesburg City Council and me,
thus the UDZ legislation has been very helpful in that regard. It has also assisted us
to pursue the City of Johannesburg’s Vision of attaining the World Class African City
status by 2030. So far, as a result of successful and intense promotion of the
incentive, we have recorded about R2.5 billion worth of investment directly linked to
the UDZ tax incentive. The private investors have welcomed the incentive and have
demonstrated confidence in the Inner City by investing these billions of rand towards
resuscitating the economy in this strategically important region of the City.

A high number of refurbished buildings is located in the core Inner City,
Braamfontein and Newtown. Braamfontein refurbishments are predominantly
conversions from commercial use to residential primarily due to the township’s
proximity to the Wits University and other tertiary institutions. The core Inner City,
Braamfontein and in Newtown there is some large developments of commercial
buildings such as the Turbine Square and Turbine Hall, the Mills, the Standard Bank
Parkade, BHP Billiton nexpansion, South Point Management Services, the Brickfield
Developments, etc. It is desirable to encourage further investment in commercial
property and tourism facilities as well as the industrial sector, in order to
meaningfully derive economic regeneration. Efforts are therefore afoot to pursue the
large corporations to get on board.

Abundant opportunities still exist in the traditionally marginal nodes where the UDZ
pick up has been rather slow, they include Hillbrow, Berea, Yeoville, Bertrams,
Doornfontein, Fordsburg, Belleview, etc. They are characterized by pockets of small
residential properties and have been red-lined by the financial sector. Marketing
drive depicting their positive attributes are in the pipeline.

Investment by BEE and women investors has had a slow take up therefore the City
is intensifying its efforts to attract investment from this important constituency.
Currently the BEE investment on the City’s records amounts to about 10% of the
cumulative total investment. The City has decided to measure the BEE contribution
not only in absolute direct investment but also in respect of their participation in the
value chain.

The features of the incentive are as follows:
· Construction, expansion or improvement of, or addition to an entire building;
· Construction, extension or improvement of, or addition to at least a floor area of
1,000 sq metres;

· The purchase of property or part thereof from developers under conditions that;
i. 55% of purchase price is deemed to be the eligible cost in respect of newly

constructed building or part thereof,
ii. 30% of purchase price in respect of refurbished property or part thereof.
· The buildings eligible for the incentive should have come into use by March 31
2009

The tax-deductible amounts or amortizations are computed follows:
· In respect of a newly constructed building or a part thereof, the deduction amounts
to 20% of investment in the 1st year, and 5% in each for the subsequent 16 years;

· For a refurbished building or a part thereof, the deduction is a 5-year straightline
depreciation or 20% of the investment in each of the 5-year period upon
completion of the development.

The UDZ scheme creates an opportunity for entrepreneurs to share in the economic
success by taking advantage of investment opportunities – thus delivering on our
drive for a balanced and shared growth initiative.
The city effectively increases investors profits with this more than generous tax
incentive.
The UDZ incentive gives us all an opportunity to create jobs, fight poverty and
increase the prosperity of all.
Since its introduction the UDZ incentive has been a great success:

Well over 150 investments are now in the pipeline for R2.5 billion worth of
investment.
To date, over 100 projects have been completed at a total value of about R1. billion.

· There are ongoing big opportunities for investors to take advantage of this scheme,
given the sheer size of the Inner City and its many property segments.

Everyone has room to share in this good news.
· The economic boom shows no sign of abating, this is good news for investors, there
is still room for more development .

· The City economy continues to outperform the national growth rate, and the Inner
City itself is the biggest employment centre in the country. Also Bear in mind that
already, the Inner City offers over 200 000 jobs (more than most of the city’s other
nodes combined!) and that the UDZ incentive can only accelerate these positive
forces.

The UDZ incentive allows for a number of socio-economic benefits, such as allowing
private sector investors to reap huge economic spin-offs from public policy
decisions…
· Such as ensuring that inner city decline is reversed…
· Such as promoting job creation in construction and the services sectors within the
broader value chain of the property sector…

· Such as diversifying the economy of the inner city …
· Such as combining the skills of individual investors with the resources of institutional
investors…

· Such as kick-starting the process of
increasing the inner city’s share of the
residential property market while catering
for a diverse clientele, and lastly…

· Providing BEE investors a once-in-life-time
opportunity to get a slice of Africa’s
greatest city

To stake your claim, contact:

Lebo Ramoreboli
Acting Program Manager
Spatial Economic Development
City of Johannesburg
Tel. 011 358 3437
E-mail: lebor@joburg.org.za

Or consult:
www.joburg.org.za/udz

Joburg UDZ Investment
surpasses the R2.Billion Mark
Once again the investors in the Johannesburg UDZ have given their clear vote of confidence in the future of
the “heart of the City of Gold”
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The Technology Association of South
Africa is a non profit organizaion which
has a vision to promote the
development of teachers and learners
who are technologically literate, skillful,
informed, knowledgeable, discerning,
innovative and creative. Our mission is
to empower teachers to develop
learners to become skilled problem
solvers. We have branches in every
province and Botswana and attempt to
reach as many teaches as possible by
having conferences and weekend
workshops to provide training and
lesson plans.

The Technology Association of South
Africa was started by Andre Goosen
from Western Province Prep to get
technology teachers together to share
ideas, to learn and to grow. It has been
in existence since 1995, and now has
branches in most regions of the country.
Our next chairperson was Karen
Walstra, and the  present Chairperson is
Sue Murray.

Once a year an annual conference is
held, where many hands-on, practical
technology lessons are offered to all
delegates. An extensive conference
book is given, containing all the lesson
ideas. International and Natioanl
speakers are invited to present their
views and ideas on technology. Some of
the international guests over the years

have been Prof Clare Benson from
Birmingham University, Dawn Coburn
from Dunedin College of Education,
New Zealand, Dr Gill Hope from
Canterbury Christ Church University
College, Kent, England.  Dr Welby Ings
from Auckland University of
Technology, New Zealand. The
conference moves from province to
province every second year. 

Two Technology Olympiads have been
organised for primary school children
aged: 10 – 12 years, the day is divided
into two. The first half the learners
present the product they have
developed, the second part, learners are
divided into groups and given a
problem to solve with limited resources.

Every month a newsletter is mailed to all
members called: Snippets.

South Africa is a very diverse country
where there are areas with excellent
facilities and rural areas with little or  no
facitities. The committed committee try
to establish the needs in the different
areas and then provide training. Each
region organises its own workshops,
and / or Regional Conference. We have
members  throughout South Africa and
even in Botswana. 

In Limpopo there is a small rural school
called Mannyetha Primary. We first

visited the school to provide training
three years ago. The school had six
classrooms and two hundred and
eighty pupils. The teachers from
surrounding schools and the
community attended the workshops.
The headmaster had a vision and has
since used the community to build more
classrooms and a technology centre.
The pupils wish to have an orchestra, so
they made wire instruments and they
‘played’ them at the end of year
function. We regularly provide training
in the area. 

Gauteng has recently had a conference
which focused on Systems and Controls.
The delegates were able to attend four
different workshops on levers, wheels
and axles, electricity and electronics.
The delegates received notes on all the
workshops so that they  could build up
a resource pack and could adapt the
lessons to suit the age and grade.

Afternoon sessions are also held at
schools where workshops are
conducted for teachers in those
surrounding areas. The schools request
the workshops and invite other teachers
to the workshop.

A TA website was developed which
contains forthcoming events and lesson
ideas, the web-address is:
www.tech.org.za.

The Technology Association of South Africa

for forthcoming events and lesson ideas, 
www.tech.org.za
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NATIONAL HOUSING AND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
MINISTERIAL BUDGET POLICY STATEMENT FY 2007/2008
1 NHCC Vision
“To use home ownership to enhance household wealth and living standards for every Ugandan.”

2 NHCCL Mission
“To create the reality of home ownership in well-planned and permanent built environments.”

3 Achievements during Financial Year 2006/7
a) Restructured the company by recruiting a new staff
b) Sold off Government shares and changed the company into a limited liability company
c) Completed 12 bungalows in Naalya Pride III; completed 40 Flats in Naalya; completed 17 bungalows  at Lubowa 108 Estate  , started on 32
flats in Naalya 208 flats in Namungona and 35 bungalows at Regina Estate Upper Lubowa 
d) Completed third party projects in Wakiso [DDHS]; Ministry of Education [Kibuli PTC], Mbarara University Office Block.
e) Attained 100% occupancy for Crested Tower Building
f) Completed preparing condominium titles [for Bugolobi Block 1-17 [544 No] & Wandegeya, [364 No]] and offered Bugolobi Block 1-17 for sale.

5. Financial Summary for the Year 2006/7
The company made sales of approximately UGX 15 billion during this period. Sales from rent amounted to UGX 6.3 billion while income from sale
of flats amounted to UGX 7.2 billion. The company plans to finalize construction activities started in 2006 i.e.  Phase II comprising of 32 Exclusive
flats at   Naalya Estates and a six apartments Rubaga.  

6. Planned out puts for the Financial Year 2007/08 (NHCC Targets for the year 2007-2008)
The summary of construction activities for the FY 2007/08 is presented in the table below: 

Table of Planned Activities: in FY 2007/2008
Project Type 2007units 2008units 2009units Totalunits
Kiwatule Flats 160 148 200 508
Regina Estate ( Lubowa ) Bungalows 10 40 50
Naalya Kiwanuka Plot Bungalows 16 16
Naalya Residue Plots Flats/ Bungalows 80 80 160
Kiwana Apartments Flats 48 48
Luthuli Rise apartments Flats 40 40
Bugolobi Prefab Flats 96 96
Namungona Housing Estate Flats 208 500 1,000 1,348
Mutundwe Housing Estate Flats 100 300 400
Kyambogo Estate Bungalow 9 9
Kireka estate Flats 300 300
Total Units 578 877 1,880 2,975

7. Challenges
a) Lack of construction finance at attractive terms b) High mortgage interest rates
c) High cost of infrastructure ( roads, electricity, water reticulation) d) Lack of plant and equipment
e) Small mortgage market base

National Housing and Construction Company Limited, Plot 5, 7th Street, Industrial area
P. O. Box 659, Kampala, Uganda.
Email: admin@nhcc.co.ug          T: +265 414 33 0002          F: +256 414 25 8708          W: www.nhcc.co.ug
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Alternafruit is a company capable of doing the necessary

research thus enabling it to identify 1products, 2varieties,
3production regions, 4value adding opportunities and 5markets

and consequently the following key principles have been put in

place by Alternafruit:

� Availability of suitable Varieties and 

plant propagation material

� A world class Nursery

� Formation of Grower Clubs

� Industry enabling infrastructure 

� Technical Support and Training capacity

� Research and Development capacity

� Market Access and compliance systems

� Value Adding and Processing technology

� Effective Marketing Strategy with distribution 

and sales capacity

Alternafruit from the outset has developed the fig and

pomegranate industry in South Africa in conjunction with a

professional group

of experienced

fruit farmers, now

all members of the

Alternafruit

Growers’

Association. The

Alternafruit

varieties of figs

and pomegranates

are very lucrative

crops that are

successfully

cultivated by our

grower base and

also provide

excellent potential

for down stream

investment and value adding.  The company has further

developed a spread of profitable fruit alternatives and has a

whole range of new fruit varieties under evaluation, ranging

from Sapota and Pitaya to Loquat and Ziziphus. The production

and processing of specialty dried fruit, nuts and processed dried

fruit products are also proving to provide lucrative alternatives.   

Effective industry structures are paramount to achieving these

goals and therefore Alternafruit is also actively involved in the

management of industry functions and frameworks for

Integrated Pest Management, Good Agricultural Practice and

Global Market Access. 

“New niche products with high health properties are the future,

not only amongst the world’s consumers, but also amongst

growers who are diversifying away from commodity varieties of

which the values have

been steadily

dropping in recent

years.” The

Alternafruit Managing

Director, Johan van

Niekerk (B. Comm.

Agricultural

Economy), who is an

experienced grape

grower himself,

recognized these

pertinent facts when

he joined the set up of

the company in South

Africa. “The company

mission is, to

maximize the
profitability of our
growers and to
honour all our
commitments”.

The Alternafruit team is fully competent to serve existing and

prospective clients.  The management comprises of experts in

the fields of Marketing, Agricultural Economy, Horticulture,

Botany, Microbiology and Entomology.   

Alternafruit (Pty) Ltd can be found at the following address:

Alternafruit SA www.alternafruit.co.za

Schoongezicht House johan@alternafruit.co.za

52 Main Road +27 21 863 0661 (Tel)

PAARL +27 21 863 0714 (Fax)

7620 +27 83 456 2323 (Mobile)

South Africa 

Market Driven Agricultural Development

As the world is seeking to promote healthy eating for both developed

and under developed societies the need has arisen for an organization

to research global markets and identify suitable agricultural products

and the regions suitable for their production.  Market research has

shown that specific fruits in their various forms best meet these needs

while providing profitable farming prospects for farmers,

entrepreneurs and government driven agricultural projects.
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Telephone Cost Savings for
Government Departments

The MiDAS Telephone Management System logs all calls made from the Department’s PABX providing comprehensive
control of telephone expenditure. The budget control module can be enabled to restrict calls and/or e-mail relevant
personnel once pre-defined monthly telephone call cost targets have been reached.

MiDAS Reports are able to provide information on outgoing, incoming (answered & answered), calling line identity, tie line,
cell routers and extension to extension calls.

The most frequently dialled external numbers can be identified and monitored. Call reports can be requested on pre-set
numbers to review the cost of communicating with regular contacts, such as other governmental offices or suppliers.
Individual departments can be monitored for performance against preset budgets and departments exceeding telephone
budgeting can be quickly identified.

Exception filters can be pre-defined to immediately e-mail the security manager when specific telephone numbers are
dialled - for example police/fire/ambulance or other sensitive telephone numbers.

Benefits from this management information and statistics, such as operator answer time and identification of ‘busy
periods’, allows managers to plan staffing levels efficiently.

E-mailed Reports can be produced in PDF, CSV, TXT or HTML formats and may be generated on demand or scheduled
to run automatically.

MiDAS Management Systems is based in Johannesburg and is a well established market leader with a proven ability to
respond to the telecom needs of government departments – and the state-of-the-art technology needed to fulfil those needs.

For further information contact us on +27 11 807 5576
Email: sales@midasman.co.za    Visit our Website at: www.midasman.co.za
P.O.Box 1575, Rivonia 2128, 14 Sunninghill Office Park, Peltier Drive, Sunninghill Ext 71, Sandton, South Africa
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(+27 12) 564 5250 
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The economic implications of global remittances and migration are now better understood, and financial

services need to play a key role in levelling the field for the origination of payment systems that support

the lifeblood of developing economies. From a Caribbean perspective, the growing number of Caribbean

people who have sought work overseas created a significant Caribbean Diaspora.Caribbean workers began

to send money home to support their families, starting first as a trickle but soon becoming a flow of over

8.3 billion US dollars in 2006, establishing remittances at about 20% of income per capita and a solid

contributor to GDP of the island economies (i.e. Barbados 9%; Jamaica 18%; St.Vincent 26%; Grenada 31%).

The traditional means of remitting funds has been the regular sending of small amounts via informal and

non-banking channels, which for decades went unnoticed, and its impact on the economy of the recipient

country was never recorded as an inward investment. The absence of major support from the formal

banking sector encouraged a weak competitive environment in the remittance market, which has kept

remittance fees high. Banks tend to focus on large-value transactions as being better suited to their

correspondent banking network, and have not been as innovative as money transfer operators to serve the

migrant communities who need to remit small but regular payments home.

Some Caribbean banks are now investing in technology-based money transfer products, such as internet payment systems, in order to deliver

more cost-effective and convenient fund transfers. Financial institutions that are members of an international card association, such as Visa and

MasterCard, can offer money transfers through card-based network channels using the association’s security and risk management systems

and processing solutions. Global Bank of Commerce, a Caribbean institution operating from Antigua and Barbuda, has followed the path of

technology-based money transfer services and as an issuer of stored-value debit cards supports card to card fund transfers to multiple

destinations. Cardholders can withdraw cash from an ATM, buy goods and services at merchants, obtain cash advances from banks, and pay

bills. Increasingly, the card becomes a virtual bank account to the holder.

Governments need to become more supportive of e-commerce initiatives and encourage their banking sectors to develop financial services

that meet the demands for micro payments and provide end to end payment solutions for remittances. New fund transfer technologies have

become quite user friendly and now include the use of cell phones to replace the internet as a mechanism for micro transfers and payments.

Generally, such funds are used to meet immediate family needs but banks can provide assistance by cross-selling services to recipients that

will encourage savings, credit mobilization and other investment opportunities. Caribbean banks which identify these niche opportunities and

invest in technology to provide modern payment solutions can establish a competitive position in the global remittance market regardless of

their geographic location and size and significantly support inward investments.

Caribbean Remittances: An Inward Investment Source
by Brian Stuart-Young, Chairman & CEO, Global Bank of Commerce, Ltd. Antigua,W.I.

www.globalbank.ag 

Global Commerce Centre, Old Parham Road, P.O. Box W1803,
St. John's,Antigua,West Indies

Tel: (268) 480-2240 Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag website: www.globalbank.ag
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Development costs in tropical countries are much higher than in the temperate countries due to shortages of the sands and gravels required to make concrete.
As a result, most tropical countries have fallen behind in infrastructural development despite the influx of foreign aid. Marine aggregate production may be a way
of accelerating the development of those tropical countries which possess such resources.

MARINE MINERAL EXTRACTION
The sea covers over 65% of the world’s surface, and it is logical to expect that the sea covers a like amount of the world’s mineral resources. Seeking mineral
wealth in the sea is a new pursuit—and mining operations in the shallower waters of the continental shelf are now of worldwide significance.
Gem-quality diamonds are mined from marine gravels in the seas off Namibia. Other marine operations worldwide extract gold, tin, and aggregates (sands and
gravels). 
Marine sands and gravels have been mined for about a century. Some 20 million tonnes per year are landed in both Britain and the Netherlands. Other countries
reporting marine aggregate mining include Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Poland, Russia, and Spain. Over 76 million m3 of marine aggregates
were extracted from the sea in 2005 (according to the Working Group on the Effects of Extraction of Marine Sediments on the Marine Ecosystem), not including
Japan, which is known to be the largest extractor of marine aggregates worldwide. 
Marine aggregates can be used for any application common to standard aggregates, including housing and road construction, pipeline construction, and land
reclamation or beach replenishment. Marine aggregates can be used in fashioning concrete block or roofing tiles. Typically, marine operations target aggregates
which are most suitable for quality construction products, which consist of varying gradations of clean sands and gravels formed from relatively hard granite and
quartzite bedrock.

GHANA
Ghana is an English-speaking country, recognized as one of the most politically stable nations of Africa. It has a parliamentary democracy in which a peaceful
transition of power has recently occurred. Ghana is actively encouraging foreign investment in all sectors, particularly mining. 
Ghana has tremendous mineral potential as its geology is very similar to the prolific gold belts of northern Ontario. Ghana, the former Gold Coast, supplied much
of the gold of medieval Europe. Ghana is among the world’s leading gold producers and is favored by mining companies because of its well established legal
system and mining law based upon English common law. For these reasons, Ghana is expected by many to move up the list of the leading gold producers in
the world. 
Diamonds are known in the southern part of the country, and there are known deposits of bauxite and manganese, but at present gold is the main mining product
in Ghana. 

AGGREGATE INDUSTRY AND DEVELOPMENT IN GHANA
The bedrock in the southern part of Ghana is excellent source material for aggregates, but the local aggregate industry is poorly developed and unable to supply
large amounts of material for construction. One reason for this is that a tropical climate degrades exposed aggregate materials, breaking them down rapidly into
clay minerals. 
The local construction industry consists of numerous small builders and contractors and European contractors bidding on large-scale housing and commercial
developments, mainly in Accra and Tema. A major push to develop housing and infrastructure around the country has led to an explosion in demand for cement
block and other building materials. 
The majority of aggregate produced comes from land-based small quarries around the major market areas. Aggregate is crushed by hand, using sledgehammers
and small chip hammers, an extremely time-consuming and labor-intensive method. Production of a single truckload may take as long as six weeks, adding to
the cost of construction, as work crews are left waiting for their next truckload of aggregate. The products of the quarry are limited to crushed stone and dust,
posing environmental concerns.
There are social impacts due to land-based quarrying. Quarries frequently displace local villages. As many quarries are operated only for the duration of an
underlying construction project, the jobs created at the quarry tend to last only a short time.
Significant truck traffic creates noise and dust which are disruptive to local villages.
Some aggregate production comes mined from beaches and seasonally from prograding spits, but both of these methods are limited because the amount of
material available is small, and the activities are of questionable legality. Within the past five years, Marine Mining Corp. has documented the appearance of
numerous offshore aggregate extraction operations, using simple dragline and screening equipment from the beach. These approaches add to coastal erosion,
which is already a problem at many points along the Ghanaian coastline.

Geology of southwestern Ghana, Showing gold-bearing
structures (gold belts) and the location of known of known gold
mines and prospects.

ACCELERATING DEVELOPMENT OF
GHANA THROUGH MARINE MINING



RESOURCES ON THE GHANAIAN CONTINENTAL SHELF
Extensive uplift, which occurred during the rifting of the Atlantic Ocean, coupled with up to 1.5 km of erosion, has resulted in the liberation from bedrock and
transport to the sea of vast quantities of rock materials, which have been deposited in the sea. These gravels also contain gold and industrial minerals. Aggregate
materials which have been deposited in the sea are unaffected by tropical climate extremes, and so are preserved. The Ghanaian continental shelf is literally
blanketed with sands and gravels, and Marine Mining Corp. has delineated marine aggregate resources at two separate offshore sites, and is proposing to exploit
marine aggregate from the Ghanaian continental shelf.
The uplift and erosion responsible for transporting aggregate materials offshore has also eroded and transported gold and other minerals from innumerable inland
sources. Gold mining from the river sediments at the mouth of the Ankobra River was reported in the 17th century, and gold has been mined from beaches and
rivers all over Ghana since before the arrival of the Portuguese in the 15th century. 
Marine Mining Corp. has confirmed the presence of recoverable gold in both beach sands and in offshore sands and gravels. The beach gold grains are well
rounded by transport, however the gold offshore is frequently angular, and shows signs of minimal transport. 
Much of the offshore gold has eroded from nearby gold-bearing bedrock, possibly during times of lowered sea levels. 
In some areas, where the local bedrock supports ultramafic minerals, Marine Mining Corp. has documented occurrences of natural concentrates of chromite
sands with small amounts of platinum. Diamond indicators, industrial minerals, including garnet, rutile (titanium) and zircon, have also been found. Gold and
industrial minerals are likely to add to the rates of return of the proposed marine aggregate operation.

BENEFITS OF MARINE AGGREGATE PRODUCTION IN GHANA
Aggregate extraction from the continental shelf will bring great benefits to Ghana. It will increase the rate of production of aggregate around the country, reduce
costs and allow project completion in a timely fashion. Transport costs, which are normally the limiting factor for aggregates on land, are minimized, as the
aggregates can be loaded and transported by barge. Reduced cost of transport extends the delivery range, so that marine aggregate can be used to supply
distant markets, even in other countries. Inland quarries, instead of producing aggregate, can instead produce higher-valued products, such as dimension stone.
Offshore aggregate materials represent an entire range of materials from sands to boulders, which can be processed into a variety of value-added products. The
material has been naturally washed and sorted and is of high quality, and the various byproducts (specialty aggregate products, gold, industrial minerals) can
be separated entirely by mechanical means, requiring no chemical processing.

POSSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The potential environmental impacts of ocean floor mining are threefold: disruption of the ocean floor ecosystem due to physical disturbance of the seabed;
increased turbidity affecting local nutrient and light levels; and local (and possibly regional) coastal erosion. Of these three issues, the first and the last are of
greatest concern to Ghanaian coastal villages, particularly because of the importance of fishing to the local economy. These concerns are especially sensitive
at present as the local fish stocks appear to be in decline.
International protocols for marine mining have been developed to minimize these impacts. Disruption to ocean floor ecosystems can be reduced through a
combination of judicious exploitation of the seafloor combined with remediation. As the distribution of seafloor species are dependent on the granulometry of the
seafloor, thorough mapping of the seafloor (using acoustic methods backed up by sampling) enables the mining to be tailored to the areas with the best
granulometry, and to leave refuges from which life may spread into the remediated areas. 
Coastal erosion problems are minimized by moving the operations sufficiently far offshore to reduce beach erosion and noise. 

CONCLUSION
Ghana enjoys a market-based free-enterprise economy which has shown itself to be capable of tremendous innovation, and the Ghanaians are able to make
the most of new opportunities as they arise. Marine aggregate mining in Ghana presents the opportunity for maximum entrepreneurial innovation with minimal
environmental impacts.

Marine Mining Corp. 
Is a Toronto-based exploration company which has been working on its principal concession, the marine concession in Ghana, for many years 

Marine Mining Corp.856 Millwood Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4G 1W6
Tel: +1 416 421-2277
E-mail: info@marinemining.com
Web site: www.marinemining.com

Locally manufactured blocks at a construction site in
Ghana.  

Gravel sample from the Ghanaian continental shelf.
The width of the photo is about 25cm.

Gold grains from Ghanaian beach sands mounted on a
scanning electron microscope stub. The width of the
photo is about 1cm.
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